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On a trail that leads from modern wonders to ancient mystery, a determined young woman and an

arrogant "prince" must uncover shocking secrets carefully guarded in a beautiful Danish city.

Elizabeth Jones, vacationing from her New York publishing job, is off to do touristy things in

Denmark: gawk at the Little Mermaid, stroll in the Tivoli ... look for a missing person? By a strange

twist of fate--and luck--the plane ride introduces Elizabeth to her idol, Nobel Prize-winning historian

and famed eccentric Margaret Rosenberg, as well as to her long-suffering but handsome son,

Christian. But luck can change in an instant. Margaret soon vanishes in Copenhagen, so Elizabeth

joins the irascible Christian in searching the city, from underground crypts to the graves of queens.

What they encounter is a baffling ransom demanding a bathrobe, not money, and what they dig up

will connect a modern disappearance with an ancient artifact, along with the oldest of motives for

crime.
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"Elizabeth Peter's many fans can count on her for romantic mysteries, full of action and suspense,

and The Copenhagen Connection is no exception."--Publishers Weekly

Elizabeth Peters (1927-2013) was a New York Times bestselling author whose novels were often

set against historical backdrops. She earned a PhD in Egyptology at the University of Chicago. She

also wrote bestselling books under the pseudonym Barbara Michaels.Grace Conlin (1962-1997)

was the recording name of Grainne Cassidy, an award-winning actress and acclaimed narrator. She



was a member of the Woolly Mammoth Theatre Company in Washington, DC, and won a Helen

Hayes Award in 1988 for her role in Woolly Mammoth's production of Savage in Limbo.

Just reread this for about the 100th time - because I finally went to Copenhagen for a vacation!

Though the book was written in the early 80's, so much was still valid today. This is a great book,

funny, romantic, takes you on a trip somewhere. Highly recommended as long as you aren't too

serious of a person. My one quibble is that someone mentions how the Venetians sought and found

the bones of St Lawrence and brought them back to their city via pig fat, and I do believe that was

St Marco, not St Lawrence. :)

Funny book.

I really enjoy Elizabeth Peters's sense of humor. Margaret Rosenberg is probably my favorite

character in this one. I hope I have her exuberance and joy when I am older. I loved the opening

scenes when our heroine tries to finagle a meeting with a favorite author -- I could see me doing

something similar.

If you enjoy romantic stories with a huge dose of mystery & intrigue, you'll really like this one.

Peters' characters are always likeable, interesting and usually funny, although there is also the

thriller element. Never cliche, her stories will keep you amused and engaged to the end.

Elizabeth Peters is the best of the three names she uses; the books written under this name are my

very favorites. This book was a joy to read and I'm taking it to Norway to read on the plane, a

second reading.

colorful, full of images of Copenhagen. My daughter read this book and she is going to Copenhagen

for a conference.one of my favorite mystery authors

Quick clever story with lots of twists and turns. Not spooky but captivating and interesting. Villains

are, as usual, great!!!

Love her characters, love her stories, love her humor, love her decency! I only knew the Egyptian

archaeology novels. These others are so good, too.
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